Newsletter
Welcome everyone to our November Newsletter!
Hello to you ALL! Well, what a few months it has been! We have been having problems
maintaining our stock of silk due to the Covid situation, which meant stocks in our stores
have been low and we had to remove all silks from our Aussie Store and close our Etsy
Stores to consolidate stock in our International Store. We didn't want to double up and sell
stock that was already sold and that is hard to keep track of when most of you are up and
shopping while we sleep.
We've not sent any newsletters out since June as we have had nothing special to tell you all,
although we should have sent updates and we apologise for not doing that.
Finally, we have some excellent news. Our factory is back to full production and we will
receive a large order of silk next week. We will finally have full stocks of hanks and skeins in
all our stores and not have to keep you waiting for the items you need.
Jaime is taking next week off, to have a much needed break away with her husband and in
anticipation of the silk arriving and long hours I'll need to spend in the dyeing studio, we will
be closing all our stores on Friday November 13 until November 27. We will reopen on Black

Friday with a 15% off everything in our stores, from the 27th to the 30th.

We introduced one new colour in the past few months. We dyed up samples of this a while
ago and it was popular, so PR169 will be available in our stores from now on. When January
rolls around, we will go back to dyeing up a colour of the Month, which will be available at a
20% discount for the first week it's on sale.
Next year we are going to be introducing more Colour Match packs and also special Colour
Wave Packs with various skeins of the similar colours. We already have a Purple Pack in the
store and will be adding the other Colour Wave packs as soon as we can.

Some have been asking for packs of graduated colours. We often dye these for our Silk of
the Month Club but will be dyeing some especially for the stores. The will be 4 or 5 skeins
from light to dark of the same colour, so look out for those.
You will find links to our Silks4U stores on our website silks4u.net. Our Australian store has
many more items, including Project Bags, Charts and other accessories made here at
Silks4U. If you are not in Australia and you see something you would like to purchase in this
store, just email us and we can calculate shipping for you.
We will be reopening our Etsy Store but prices will be higher there due to the increased
fees. We apologise for this but it is the only way to keep that store open. You will find our
regular price at our webstores.

These items as well as silk are available in our Australian store.

I want to address the shipping situation. Regular Air Mail is arriving quicker than it was but
can still anywhere from 3 weeks to 2 months to arrive in different countries. We continue to
encourage you to select Tracked Shipping which in some cases, is only a few dollars more
and will save you worrying where your order is. Not only can it be tracked but it will arrive
much quicker than regular Air Mail.
Just look for Tracked Shipping in the options at check out.
That is our newsletter for this month but ....
Don't forget our sale starting on November 27 with an automatic 15% discount off your
order. Go to silks4u.net for a link to our stores.

We will be back next month with more news to share about Silks4U and our upcoming
schedules.
Until Next Month...
Stay Safe!

Jo and Jaime

